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INTRODUCTION

Many exploratory studies have been made in the Engineering

Experiment Station of Kansas State College pertaining to the

stream of a downwardly projected jet of air. The equations have

been formulated for throw, L/DQ , in terms of the buoyancy number

{Vq/ePo)/ (ifa/pc)'*- ]' and many experimental data supporting the

equation have been presented in three papers (4, 5 and 6).

Of primary interest in the study of Jet-diffusion are the

temperature distribution, momentum ohan^e, and the transport of

material. Of these three, material transport has been the most

neglected one. Furthermore, because of difficulties inherent in

the use of liquids, most of the experimental work has been with

gases. A paper by Forstall and Gaylord (3) recently reported

that the behavior of an unheated water jet was quite similar to

that of an unheated air jet. They oonoluded that: (1) the beha-

vior of the water jet was the same as that found by others for an

air jet issuing into air, and hence constants obtained from mea-

surements in air can be applied to water, (2) the turbulent Schmidt

number (V/>Dy ) for water is approximately equal to the turbulent

Sohmidt number for air, and (3) the error curve 1 serves as a use-

ful and satisfactory representation of diffusion profiles for

water just as it does for air.

The purpose of the experiment was to investigate the charao-

»A - e
-°-6SMr/rn )

2

where rn is the value of r where the respective value of M
reaches 1/2. ° °



teristics of a jet of heated water projected vertically downward

into a bath of unheated water, and to relate these to correspond-

ing data on downwardly projected jets of heated air. Specifically,

the objectives of the study were to (1) obtain data descriptive of

the behavior of the downwardly projected jet of heated water, (2)

Investigate the establishment and looation of the jet boundary by

the shadow graphs or potassium per manganese technique, (3) com-

pare the data or downthrow of water jets to that of the air Jets,

(4) find out the buoyancy force of the water jet by graphical inte-

gration and check with the change of momentum flux at the jet,

(5) obtain guidance for further research.

BASIC CHARACT3RI3TICS OF HKATED FLUID JSTS

The mixing pattern of round jets entering a stationary fluid

of the same density is shown in Fig. 1, Plate I. It must be noted

that the inverted conical region in this figure is the so-called

primary zone of the Jet. As the fluid flows out of the outlet, it

begins to entrain the stationary surrounding fluid. But the en-

trained air does not reach the axis of the stream until the apex

of the conical region is formed . This primary zone also can be

characterized by a center line velocity which remains approximately

the same as the velocity of the fluid at the center of the outlet.

The end of the primary zone is the beginning of the principal zone.

This principal zone is marked by a decrease in the center-line ve

looity. This velocity decrease is due to the turbulent mixing of

the fluid from the nozzle and the surrounding fluid which is en-

trained by the moving stream (Corrsin, 2). The major portion of







the water jet studied was Included in this zone; thus nost of the

data presented in this thesis represent the characteristics of

this zone. Various investigators have found that the boundary

between the primary and princioal zones formed at a dlstanoe of

approximately 5 nozzle-diameters below the nozzle outlet. At

this distance from the nozzle the turbulent mixing of the fluid

has penetrated to the center line of the fluid stream (Albertaon

•t al., 1).

The lowest region in the stream has been defined as the ter-

minal zone. In this zone the fluid stream is in a completely

turbulent state. The bottom of the jet boundary can not bo well

established, as it continually changes beoause of the high turbu-

lence.

For the downward projection of heated air, Relander and Yen

of Kansas State College developed the following formulas:

1. Velocities along the vertical axis of the jet (center-

line velocities) in the principal zone would be represented by an

equation below with n between 1/2 and 1/3.

Vuo - 5p
h

l-Jh/hm)
1 - <vv

2
'

2. Temperatures along the vertical axis of the jet in the

principal zone would be represented by an equation:

*o - *a _^ . V^o
T
o " \ L+1

*o
h'/D

o

The author with Knaak studied downwardly projeoted Jets of

heated air from a fc« A.S.M.B. nozzle and obtained the following

empirical formulas (7):
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A major purpose of thle research was to determine whether or

not the change of momentum flux equaled the buoyancy force. To

do this, two different ideas were applied as indicated below:

1. From the requirement for the equilibrium of forces in Fig,

2, Piste I, after th« establishment of the Jr-f boundary:

Pa
. A (Mc.ygc ) V .

?b
.A 1

or <Pb - P4 )A * (V'W
and assume that the temperature gradient over tha entire depth of

the cold water bath be negligible at a distance remote from the

Jet, then

pb
s Tfa H thxx*>

and also,

thus

,

-AY/fay k*V*)

<V lW « AY^a -
Jo"

b
-4£) (A)
fb



It oan be easily seen that AY(fa -
J

fj™.) is equal to reduction

of the weight of the water La the bath due to the heated water

which was distributed non-uniformly within the bath. This oan be
A'

determined by ( f' - f ) dV, where the jet boundary in this oase

must be defined as the enclosed surface of zero temperature dif-

ference with the surrounding water. A conclusion obtained by the

formula (A) is that the "buoyancy force developed by the heated

water jet must be equal to the momentum flux at the outlet"; or

<VV««I " <f* -t >
dv * "b

•'O

2. Another attempt to reach the above conclusion was made by

measuring the time for the complete establishment of the jet boun

dary. If we treat the water injected In time as producing the

yanoy force that counteracts the momentum flux, V.Q

ft- lVW * ?
b * ««oV#o) th*» !

c \ e

e —,

"
,

- (B)

If the buoyancy force developed by the heated water jet be equal

to its initial aoiaentum flux, than 9 measured experimentally as

the time required for the initially emerging jet to realize its

maximum downward travel should be equal to the value obtained by

the formula ( B )

.

DESCRIPTION 0? TIST EQUII*:

The general components of the equipment used are shown in



EXPLANATION 0? PLATS II

View of general set-up showing heating devices,

Brown indicator, potentiometer, powerstat, water

tanks, drain tub^s, pitot tube, thermocouples, and a

micro-manometer (*)
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Plate TT. Tt consisted of a heating device, a Brown thermometer

as a control Indicator, a 0,1 59 -Inch nozzle, a wowerstat, indicat

ing Instruments, an upper water container, and a main vessel.

Water was Introduced first to the u'>por water container. The

level of water in this container was then regulated by a drain

tube to keep a constant height. Water from the upper oontainer

was projected downwards through a 0.159-inch nozzle into the cold

bath. There was a stop valve between the container and the nozzle

to stop the flow whenever it was necessary to restore the test

conditions, to heat up the wafts* in the upper container, or to dis-

continue the test. A drain tube also was attached to the cold

bath for the purpose of maintaining a oonstant level in the bath

and the flow rate was measured from the drainage.

ita TIT shows the dimensions and the schematic arrange-

ment of the water container and the main vessel. The vessel was

made of galvanized sheet metal except that large glass plate

was used for a front wall so as to raoJtee observations through the

water possible.

Plate 17 is a view of the instrument oarriage showing the

thermocouple and the pitot tube extending out from the oarriage.

There was pair of racks on the top of the bath container by which

the carriage was moved to its proper horizontal measuring posi-

tion. The vertical DMVSMSBt of the pitot tube and the thermocou-

ple was obtained by merely turning a pulley to let them slide

along a vertioal guide. This enabled one to bring the pitot tube

and the thermocouple to any desired position below the nozzle.

In the immediate vloinity of the outlet, the pitot tube and the



EXPLANATION OF PLATE III

chematic drawing of water tanks, eto .

1. Heater 2. Drain tube 3. Upper tank

4. Valve 5 By pass to maintain temperature

In nozzle head when jet is shut off

6. Instrument oarrlage 7. Water level

8. Drain tube 9. Pitot tube 10. Thermocouple

11. Tnermocouplu junctions to deteot the average

reference temperature of sur-

rounding water

12. Main water container 13. Front glass

14. Drain valve

•



PLATE



EXPLANATION OF PLATS IV

Clos«*-up viaw of instrument carriage
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thermocouple to any desired position below the nozzle. In the im-

mediate vicinity of the outlet, the pitot tube and the thermo-

couple could not, with this equipment, be brought accurately to

the desired position. The diameter of the nozzle and the required

inorement of movement for making measurement in the region were so

•mall that even a slight inaoouracy caused a large error. An in-

acouraoy in the measuring position of 1/64 Inch was possible, and

this possible error was nearly 10 per cent of the orifice diameter.

Water was heated up by the two 500-watt and one 1000-watt im-

mersion heaters. The amount of the water in the upper tank was so

large that it would have taken more than two hours to heat all of

it to the desired temperature. Because of this, an open-ended

wooden box in the form of a vertical channel was plaoed around the

heating element so as to limit the amount of water heated to that

oonfined within the box. Water for the nozzle was then drawn off

from the upper region of the enclosed surface by means of a verti-

cal pipe as shown in Fig. 1, Plate V. Water entered the channel

through an opening near the bottom of the ohannel. With this ar-

rangement, it took only a few minutes to heat up the water to the

desired temperature.

During the test, it was essential that the temperature dif-

ference1 be kept oonstant. A diaoussion of the arrangement used

to meet this requirement appears in a later ohapter.

The velooity was measured mostly by a pitot tube of 0.046

The difference between the temperature of the water at the
nozzle outlet and that of the surrounding water in the tank re-
mote from the jet
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Inoh inside diameter made from a hypodermic needle. Though

much slower in its response, a smaller hypodermic needle of

0.020 inoh inside diameter was used in the vioinity of the noz-

zle outlet when greater aocuraoy was required than that obtain-

able with a 0. 046-Inch diameter opening. A well-finished bass

was oonneoted to the end of the tub- stem. This made the inter-

change of the needles easy.

IHSTHU1IBNTATI0N

Measurement of Velocity

The velocity measurement was quite difficult in this experi-

ment because the values of the velocities were very small. At

first, an inclined manometer was introduced. It was supposed to

expand the scale so that the head might be read more accurately.

But it was not successful because of a very slow response. This

slow response was due to the surface tension of the water in the

inclined tube and also tc the small pressure differentials being

measured. For the next trial, a liquid column IT tubs manometer

was employed. In order to expand the scale, it was desirable to

use a manometrlo liquid with a density slightly greater than that

of water. It waa calculated that the speolfio gravity of the

liquid should be nearly 1.10; Marriam instrument red oils with

the specific gravities of 0.86 and 3.23 were oombined to raake the

required liquid. After several tests with this liquid, it waa

decided to give up the using of this liquid column TJ tube manoae-

*H•asurement of Velocity.
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tar as the responae wa8 very alow ana the indioationa were un-

certain. Triala with gasoline aa the manometrlo liquid were

wide, but also failed. A final deciaion was made to use a sin-

pie mioromanometer as ahown In Plate II. This was merely a

water column U tube with a screw adjustment for fine reading.

Strictly speaking, this waa not an ideal instrument, and some

other means are needed for future experiments.

Measurement of Temperature

At a di8tance one inch from the pitot tube, a thermocouple

junction waa inatalled. By a carriage arrangement ahown in

Plate IV it waa poasible to move this thermocouple junotion ei-

ther horizontally or vertically to any position desired for the

measurement of temperature. The thermocouple wa8 connected to a

potentiometer. The thermocouple wirea used were No. 30 B. & S

gauge copper and oonatantane.

TESTING CONDITIONS AND MttDUKE

Since it was not poasible to make all measurements simulta-

neously, the test conditions had to be kept exactly the aams dur-

ing one complete run. It was easy to regulate the height of

water in both the upper and the lower tanks by merely using the

drain tubes as shown in Plate III. There ware two muoh more dif-

ficult problems: how to keep a conatant difference between the

temperature at the nozzle outlet and that of the water in the

bath remote from the outlet, and how to oompenaate for the effect

of the vertical temperature gradient in the bath. Hot water from
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the nozzle tended to accumulate on the surface of the bath and

thus caused the vertical temperature gradient to become steeper

and steeper.

In order to Keep a oonstant difference between the tempera-

ture of the water at the nozzle outlet and that of the water in

the bath remote from the Jet, a powerstat regulation of the heat-

er voltage was introduced quite successfully with the help of

automatic indication of the temperature difference by means of

Brown thermometer. This arrangement is shown schematically in

Fig. 2, Plate V. The temperature of the surrounding water was

not uniform due to the hot water accumulation on the surface, so

the average temperature in a vertical column near the wall of

the bath was taken a? the referenoe temperature. This average

temperature was measured by ten thermocouple junctions spaced

two inches apart vertically and connected in a parallel. Then

by those Junctions oonnected in series with another junction at

the nozzle outlet, the temperature difference was detected as a

potential difference. These thermocouple leads were connected

to the Drown indicator so that any slight ohanre of the tempera-

ture difference was observed by the movement of the indicator

needle. Whenever the ne®dle of the indloator tended to move,

the powerstat was adjusted to change the heater voltage so as to

keep the temperature difference always constant.

The temperature gradient along the depth varied with time

and made the test conditions quite unsteady. The bad effeot of

this unsteady condition was somewhat eliminated by periodically

draining the hot water from the main vessel, and replacing it by
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE V

Fig. 1. 3ohematlo drawing showing the

arrangement for quiok heat-up.

1. Heater

2. Water level

3. Hot-water guide pipe

4. Open-ended wooden box

Fig. 2. Schematics wiring diagram for tem-

perature control-indication

1. Heater

2. Hpper tank

3. Thermocouple junction at nozzle

outlet

4. Ten thermocouple junctions to de-

tect the average reference temperature of

surrounding water

5. Main water container

6. Powerstat

7. Brown indicator

Thermocouple wires

Constantan
. .

Copper



Fig L/O

TO THE
OUTLET

LINE

Pig. 2
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fresh cold water ao as to restore original condition after a suf-

ficient stirring and settli' This was done eaoh time tho in-

strument carriage was noved to a new level.

Two complete runs were made with temperature differences of

33° F. and 47° ?., respectively. The velocity and temperature

distributions were measured over the entire region of the jet.

The jet boundaries were traoed quite accurately by means of shad-

ow graphs. Flow rates were measured by measuring the drainage

in a measured time.

DATA AI© RliSULT

Two separate runs wi-.h duplioate measurements for eaoh point

gave data from whioh tho temperature and velocity profiles were

plotted. Although broad generalizations could not be drawn from

the data obtained, the similarity of the water jet to the air Jet

was evident.

Velooity Profiles

The complete sets of data obtained by velooity measurement

are shown as velocity profiles in Plates 71 and VII, for B = 1568

and S 2450. These cross jet velocity profiles obtained at rep-

resentative levels have been plotted on common dlmensionless co-

ordinates of L/D
Q

and r/D
Q

. The main purpose of the set of pro-

files is to give a graphical picture of the air stream instead of

qualitative treatment of the stream. From these curves, error

function, U/Uc = e , curves wore obtained as shown in Plates

See Plate XVI.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI

Velocity Profiles

B 1568

.
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VTII and IX. In Plata VIII, the veloolty profiles obtained at

certain representative levels of each of the jets have been plot-

ted on common dimensionless coordinates of TJ/!7C and r/h. When

an error function of the form B/U
fl

6~ * was employed to

represent the profiles, the value of kj, increased with distance

from the outlet in orifice diameters. However, a single mean

curve was drawn with k^ = 64. This ourve fitted quite well a

curve presented by Yen and Helander with k^ = 69 for heated air

jets from a vertical discharge unit heater. Another means of rep-

resenting the cross jet velocity profiles was tried using For-

got r/rn )

2

stall and Gaylord's representation, U/U
c
=6 . The re-

sult is shown in Plate 17. with the curve plotted on coordinates

of U/U and r/rn , where rn is the value of r where the respective

value of tl/TJ reached | as explained in Pig. 1, Plate I. In the

plot of Plate IX, as the abscissa was changed from r/h in Plate

VIII to r/r„ in Plate IX, the band of data shrank to form a sin-

gle curve which satisfactorily agreed with that presented by For-

stall with k2 0.694. The error funotion ourve has been commonly

used by investigators of non-buoyant jets and in the form U*/Uc
=

-k(r/rn )

2
e a would seem, from the foregoing, to be applicable to

buoyant Jets. Fig. 1, Plate X is a graph of velocities along the

vertical axis of the jet plotted against distance from the outlet

in outlet diameters. In order to match the equation

*./v <^)

o n

fl - (h/h,,)
2

2h
1 1 - (hp/hmr

the empirical factors n and h were obtained by a cut and trial
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method. With n = £ for both oases and hp/D = 1.88 for the ease

where B 2450 and hp/D * 1.7 for the oase where B 1568, the

equation matched the experimental d«;ta quite well.

From the foregoing, it would appear that the same correlat-

ing equation can be used for both water and air. Thus, it is ap-

parent that the ratio of the oenter-iine Telocity T7 to the aver-

age velocity at the nozzle outlet u for the water jet as well as

for the air can be represented by a function of three factors

These faotors are: (1) h
p , the distance from an imaginary point

source to a point where the principal zone begins; (2) h, the dis-

tance from the same imaginary point source to the level of the

point under consideration; and ('<} 1^, the distance from the imagi-

nary point source to the bottom of the jet.

Temperature Profiles

Fig. 2, Plate X shows temperature along the vertical axis of

the jet plotted against the distanoe down from the outlet in out-

let diameters. The curve for the water jet as well as for the air

jet oan be represented by the equation

T
c - Ta =

h^
=

h
p
/D

?o - Ta h' L/D + h'o/Po

The manner in which h
p/D and h' /T> were evaluated is illustrated

in Plate XI. The values obtained are listed in Table 2. Compari-

son of these values, hp/D = 5.1 for the oase where B = 1568 and

hp/Do
= 3.2 for the case where B = 2450, with those obtained by

Knaak and the author using air showed good agreement between the
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Table 1. Test conditions.

Diameter of the nozzle outlet 0.159 inch.

B = 2450 : to 1568

Avg. outlet vel., UQ fps 2.88 2.88

;Wg. flow at outlet, Ib./min. 1.48 1.48

ATg. outlet temp., °P. 111 125

Max. temp, elevation at outlet, °F. 33 47

• vg. reference temp, (avg, temperature

of b*th water along wall). °f 78 78

Avg. temp, of water entering upper tank bC 68

Table 2. Test result.

B 2450 : B 1568

Throw, Lmax , in inches 16.3 12.9

f
VDo 0.54 0.4

Up/Do 1.88 1.7

Wd 102.5 81 4

h>o 1.9 3.9

hp/D 3.2 5.1

l^b by integration, lb. 0.00134 0.00166

Change of momentum flux, lb. 0.00219 0.00219

6, Time for the Jet establishment

measured by movie, in sec. 10 4

©, Time, same as above but calcu-

4

•

lated by formula (B)# in sec. 9.86
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water jet end the air jet

Buoyanoy Force and Momentum Flux

The temperature profiles plotted In Plates XTJ nnd XTTI were

employed for evaluating the buoyanoy fore© acting on the jets.

As was pointed out before,

J

f f
"

(Pa -f) dV -J J (fa *fj
* 27rr(dr)dL

o a o ^o -1 *

in order to carry out the multiple integration, the temperature

profiles obtained at each representative level were replotted.

The difference between tha specific weights fa and f was plotted

against (r)
2

, shown in Fig. 1 of Plate XIV as one example, to com-

plete the first integration. The second integration was completed

as shown in Fig. 2 of Plate XXV. The curves in this figure were

developed by plotting the result of the first graphical integra-

tion against the distance L. By evaluating again the area under

these second curves, the buoyancy force was computed.

The change of momentum flux for the jet was obtained as the

product of the values of mass flow rate and the velocity at the

nozzle outlet. Since there was no momentum flux leaving the sys-

tem, the momentum flux that issued through the nozzle outlet was

considered to be entirely dissipated inside the bath. The mass

flow rate was obtained by measuring the average weight of the over-

flow from the tank in the given length of time. The change of

momentum flux was found to be 0.00219 pound and the buoyanoy foroe

computed by graphical integration was found to be 0.00166 pound



EXPLANATION OF PLATS XII

Temperature Profiles

B = 1568
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EXPLANATION OF PLATS XIII

Temperature Profiles

» 2450
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XXPLAHATION OF PLATE XIV

Mg. l. An example of the first integration carried

out by the graphical method

c
t'j

Area -
j (

f

a -*)•*(*> *

:

Fig. 2. Second integration

ir-Awa
**J

f-<3L =
J J (fa -?)-2*r(dr).dL

o ~o

* *b
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for the case or § 1568 and 0.00134 pound for the case of

B = 2450. The result was not in agreement with the theory,

whioh requires that the buoyancy force has to he equal to the

change of the momentum flux. Whether this discrepancy was due

to soma other effects unaccounted for or whether experimental

urror was involved, is not Known. Tt is to be noted that near

the bottom of the jets where the temperature elevations were so

ell as to be difficult to detect, the measured va}u->s were of

doubtful accuracy.

Jet Boundaries

Plate XV shows the Jet boundaries which were studied by a

shadow graph like that represented by Plate XVI. The jet boun-

dary obtained by means of the shadow graph was muoh more aocurate

than that obtained by means of a pitot-tube determination of the

surfaoe of zero downward veloolty, because the shadow graph made

visible the jet motion as well as the jet boundary. As in the

case of the air jet, the Jet beooaaa smaller with the smaller

buoyanoy number. Outside the jet boundary, whioh was defined as

a surface of zero downward velocity, there existed a region of

elevated temperature. In this region, a turbulent upward flow of

water ocourred, induoed by the elevated temperature. The Jet

boundaries of zero temperature elevation are also shown in Plate

XV. The buoyancy forces were computed with this zero temperature

surface as the boundary of the integration



KXmHATlON OF PLATE XY

Jet boundaries determined froa velocity

and temperature profiles by shadow graphs.

Diameter of nozzle outlet was 0.159 inch and

the temperature elevation at the outlet was

33° F. for B = 2450 and 47° F. for S 1568
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EXPLANATION OK PLATS XVI

Shadow graph showing tha shape of the jet
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Time Study for the Jet Establishment

As stated before, the time required to establish a complete

jet boundary can be evaluated by the equation:

e = —,—£ (3)

?•

By the data obtained In this experiment, the calculated 6 was

9.86 seconds. Motion pictures employ both shadow graphs and col-

ored jets, and the length of time required to establish the jet

is measured as 10.4 seconds. This agreed quite well with the

equation, whioh in turn verified the assumption that the buoyancy

force Is equal to the change of momentum flux.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Difficulties with Water

There were two main difficulties involved with water as a

test medium. First, it was not easy to get higher heads with the

simple equipment used; and second, it was not easy to obtain low

values of the buoyancy number because the chanpe of density due

to heating was not large for the water.

Accuracy in the Experiment

(1) Due to the smell diameter of the nozzle, which was mere-

ly 0.1$9 Inch, even a slight lnaocuraoy in locating an instrument

in the jet, could in the vicinity of the outlet oauso a large

error. Some Inaoouruoy in positioning the thermocouple and the
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pltot tube wa3 Inevitable with the equipment used, especially at

a level near the nozzle outlet where a possible error of 1/64

inch in its location caused an error equal to nearly 10 per cent

of the orifice diameter. For example, at the level of L/D =

2.34 where the velocity profile reached only to r/D = 1.3, an

error of 0.1 r/D was quite a large value. (2) Various investiga-

tors have found that the principal zone begins at a distance of

approximately 5 nozzle diameters below the nozzle outlet. In the

author* s experiment, Lp , the distance from the orifice to the

point of the beginning of the principal zone, was found to be

only one orifice diameter. This result seems to be too small.

The nozzle diameter was so small that the relative size of the

pitot tube was too large for an accurate measurement at levels

near the Jet outlet. This relatively large pitot tube could have

caused choking of the flow. Also, measured values were not repre-

sentative of point values but were average values over an area

equal to the diameter of the pitot tube. (3) The heat-r-vieasing

capacity of the tank containing the bath water was too small ana

the temperature of the bath naver reached a fixed value. This

made the experiment very difficult because the temperature eleva-

tions were based upon the temperature of the bath water. The

arrangements to eliminate the bad effects of this unsteady state

were discussed in the former ohapter. (4) As was pointed out be-

fore, the measurement of small velocity heads in the water was

very difficult. There is a need to develop some other teohnique

for this purpose. (5) For further experiments, it is recommended

therefore that a much larger tank with a bigger nozzle be used
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and that many thermocouples inside and outside of the jet boun-

dary be installed. This would perxait the temperature distribu-

tion to be recorded at once by a high-speed, electronic, curve-

drawing instrument and the bad effects due to the unsteady

temperature distributions would be the more nearly eliminated.

{6) The water tank should be reconstructed with both front and

back, walls of glass. The front glass should be transparent and

the baok one translucent. If two lights* are then used to illu-

minate the Jet through the back glass, the shadow graph will

appear much more distinct. Trurther studies of the jet motion

and the boundary condition, either by motion picture or by obser-

vations, will be more successful by this arrangement.

CONCHJSIO

Though some inaoouracies were involved in this experiment,

the following points were quite apparent.

(1) The diffusion of velocity and temperature In an axially

symmetric heated water jet is like that in a heated uir j«t.

(?) Those equations used in heated air jets to represent its

velocity or temperature distributions can ba used in heated water

jets quite well.

(3) The employment of the experimental constant in the error

function for air jets obtained by Yon and Helander la justlfiad

experimentally for water jets by this resasrch.

(U) The thermal effect of the jet extended outside the jet

It is required that the lights must not be seen directly
from the front.
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boundary whioh was defined as a surface of zero vertical veloci-

ties. The boundary surface of zero temperature elevation with

respect to the surrounding water had a much bigger radius than

the boundary surface of zero downward velooity and was very un-

steady because of the high turbulence. However, a line of con-

stant temperature elevation drawn in the vicinity of the jet had

the shape of the Jet.

(5) The time study of the Jet boundary establishment indi-

cated that the change of momentum flux of the jet was nearly

equal to the buoyancy force induced by the heated Jet. Yet,

from the result obtained by the direct integration of thr? buoy-

ancy foroes, the change of momentum flux was found to be nearly

l./> times the buoyancy force. This needs to be investigated fur-

ther, using much more accurate and complete equipment.
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NOMENCLATURE

L Vertical coordinate from the orifice,

h Vertical coordinate from the imaginary point source.

h Distance between imaginary point source and origin.

B Cross-stream average buoyanoy number at outlet.

(Vo7£,Po>/ { fa/?o - U
DQ Outlet diameter.

g Gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft. /sec.

g Conversion factor, 32.2 lb. - :m« ft ./lb. - t'3&c.^

r Radial distance from axis of jet to point of jet under con-

sideration.

Radial di0t«a*» from axis of jet to point of outside jet boun-

dary established as surfeoe of zero downward velocity.

rn Radial distance where the respective value of 0/tL reaohed

k as explained in Fig. 1, Plate I.

T Temperature

.

6 Time in sac.

Mq Mass rute of flow at outlet, lb. /sec.

U Local velocity, ft. /sec.

Specific weight, lb./ft.^

W Weight of water contained in the main tank, lb

I Base area of the main tank, ft.

T Height of water contained in tho bath, ft.

Dv Volumetric diffusivity

.

Al Viscosity.

Pa Atmospheric pressure, lb. /ft. 2
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pb Buoyianoy force induced by the heated jet, lb.

kl» ^2» c Constants to be used in an error funotlou for the ve-

locity distributions

.

X Variable (r/rn ) or (r/h) to be used in an error func-

tion.

I Natural logarithm.

V Volume

.

Vj Volume oonfined within the jet velocity boundary.

Vj Volume oonfined within the jet temperature boundary.

Vb Volume for the tanit.

Subscript, indicates values at the en<3 of the jet.

Subscript, indicates values at the orifice.

p Subscript, indicates values at the beginning of prin-

cipal zone,

a Subscript, indicates values of surrounding fluid.

1 Subscript, indicates values on tho axis of the jet.

Denotes mean values.

f Denotes values based on temperature.
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The purpose of this researoh was to investigate the charoo-

teri sties of a jet of heated water projected vertically downward

into a bath of unheated water, and to relate those to correspond-

ing data on downwardly projected jets of heated air. Specifi-

cally, the objectives of the study were to (1) obtain data descrip-

tive of the behavior of the downwardly projected jet of heated

water, (2) investigate the establishment and location of the jet

boundary by the shadow graphs or potassium per manganese tech-

nique, (3) compare the data or downthrow of water jets to that of

the air jets, (4) find out the buoyancy foroe of the water jet by

graphical integration and cheok with the change of momentum flux

at the jet, (5) obtain ruidance for further research.

Two separate runs, for B - i$68 and BQ = 2450, with duplicate

measurements for each point gave data from which the temperature

and velocity profiles wore plotted. These plots of the tempera-

ture and the velooity distributions for the heated water jets were

compared to those for the heated air jets. Whether or not the

same equation to represent its velocity or temperature distribu-

tions can be used both for air jets and water jets was studied.

The jet boundaries were traced quite accurately by means of

shadow graphs. Also, two different ideas were applied to deter-

mine whether or not the ohange of momentum flux equaled the buoy-

ancy force. The two methods introduced were direct integration

and time study for the establishment of the fully developed Jet

boundary

.



The similarity of the water jet to the air jet was evident.

The conclusions obtained from thia research were:

(1) Those equations used in heated air jets to represent

their velocity or temperature distributions oan be used in heated

water Jets.

(2) The employment of the experimental constant in the error

function for air jets obtained by other investigators was justi-

fied experimentally for water jets by this research.

(3) The thermal effect of the Jet extended outside the jet

boundary, whioh was defined as a surface of zero vertical veloci-

ties. The line of zero temperature elevation with respect to the

surrounding water had a much bigger radius than the downward Jet

and was very unsteady because of the high turbulence. However, a

line of constant temperature elevation drawn in the vicinity of

the jet had the shape of the jet.

(4) It will be concluded by the time study of the jet boun-

dary establishment that the change of momentum flux of the jet is

nearly equal to the buoyancy force induoed by the heated Jet.

Yet, from the result obtained by the direct integration of the

buoyanoy foroes, the change of momentum flux was nearly 1.4 times

the buoyanoy force induced. This needs to be investigated fur-

ther experimentally, using much more acourate and complete equip-

ment.


